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CONTROL YOUR EXPOSURE THROUGH OUR MIXED-MEDIA ADVERTORIALS
These Print + Digital Special Sections offer an estimated exposure
of over 170,000 readers, via integrated, year-long, promotions

Print – E-Mail – Website – Reprints
AVAILABLE AND PROMOTED ONLINE, YEAR-LONG

HOW IT WORKS:
1. Our writer will take your information (documents, phone calls) to generate the write up –
which the advertiser will have final approval of. The writer is there to create the section in
the same voice and style; you will control the factual content. This will be a section within
the pages of the monthly issue.

Distribution to 50,000 readers (with pass along....75,000 total print readers)
2. The advertorial section will then be recreated digitally with live links and embedded video
and sent to our 19,000 opt e-mail readers roughly 3 weeks after the issue releases.

Distribution: 19,000 e-mails
3. Your write up will also be presented in our online Resource Guide within the Article
Section. We will promote your individual write up on your eNewsletter, driving readers back
to your write up all year long.

Online line Impressions 96,000+
4. Then it will be posted as a reference piece in our Special Marketing Section on our website - linked from the home page; for one year. We will promote the advertorial section
throughout the year continually pushing readers back to the digital section.

eNewsletter branding & exposure to 80,000+

For more information, email sales@woodshopnews.com
10 Bokum Road, Essex, CT 06426 • 860-767-3200 • www.woodshopnews.com
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Stiles Expands Its
Ironwood Brand
Expanding its Ironwood line of machines
Stiles Shop Solutions, a division of Stiles Machinery, has expanded its Ironwood line of machines for the elite craftsman and small shops. Anyone who has attended IWF and AWFS recognizes
Stiles as a large CNC manufacturer under brand
names such as Weeke, Holzma, HoIma, Altendorf
and many more. In 2009, the company introduced
Stiles Shop Solutions for the smaller shop with boring and drilling equipment, and straight-line rip
saws. Now the company has added five shapers,
two planers and two jointers.
“The beauty of this Ironwood program is one of
the driving factors focuses not only on the future
customer, but also the future of our company,” says
Chris Dolbow, Ironwood’s product manager. “If we
can reach these smaller woodworking shops and
the smaller guys with our shapers, jointers and planers, we can bring them to the next phase that, in
four years from now, maybe they’re looking at a
CNC router. And then maybe five years from then
they’re looking at a larger CNC system. Whatever it
may be, it allows us to introduce ourselves to the operator and a customer in a shop earlier in their profession and allows us to grow with them.”
Among the nine new machines are five shapers,
ranging from a 5-1/2-hp, five-speed model with an interchangeable spindle to a 10-hp, six-speed machine
with a 40 GB hard drive for storing motorized controls
of spindle height, tilting angle and infeed fence.
“A lot of people look for shapers in a lot of different configurations,” Dolbow says. “We want to come
in at a competitive price point. The FX550 entry-level
model is in the $5,000 price range. We wanted to
make sure that we had half the series of equipment
under the $9,000-to-$10,000 range and we also had
the higher end — the HSK, the CNC models — for
the higher-end customer. They are meant to be dependable machines.”
The jointers added to the Ironwood line are a 5hp, 12" machine and a 7-1/2 hp, 16" model. Each
machine comes standard with a spiral cutterhead
with carbide inserts.
“With the jointers, we really wanted to beef them
up, make sure they were heavy duty, that they could
offer smooth cutting during these intense operations
when working with the raw lumber and raw material.
The jointers have cast-iron tables, a heavy-duty steel
base, spiral cutting system, the parallelogram table
design that allows the operator to keep the table
traveling in the same arc as the cutting circle, and
maintaining the clearance between the table fingers
and the cutterhead.”
The jointers also offer an interchangeable cutter
guard. The machines are delivered with the standard
European-style phenolic bridge guard that pulls out
of the way and allows the operator to walk around
the machine quicker. In addition, they include an interchangeable version of the more traditional springloaded swing-away guard, a steel guard that is more
familiar to the American woodworker.
48

Two planers round out the new offerings, including a
7-1/2-hp, 20" wide model and a 10-hp, 24" wide machine. The planers have a cast-iron base constructed
with four jack screws. Standard features include a segmented infeed roller and chip breaker, outfeed pressure rollers, anti-kickback fingers, spiral cutterhead,
variable-feed speed controls and digital controller.

“

We’re expanding
our capabilities and
we’re investing in the
future of our industry
and our customer.

Arguably the most versatile
sander on the planet
A superior finished product is heavily dependent on a terrific sanding job. Since the finish is what a customer sees first, all the other
effort put into building the end product is for
naught. The sanding job needs to be flawless,
something the engineers at FESTOOL recognized when they sat down to reinvent the tools
to make it happen.
The result is the Rotex family of sanders,
multi-function tools that are nothing less
than essential to any shop aiming to build the
best. The Rotex switches seamlessly from an
aggressive rotary sander to a
random orbit finish sander
with the press of a button,
allowing the user to work
both quickly and efficiently towards the
perfect finish.
In
geardriven aggressive
mode,
the
Rotex transforms rough
surfaces with
startling power;
stripping stubborn
paint and removing
material much like a grinder. With the press of a button, the
Rotex seamlessly transforms from aggressive
mode to feather-touch random orbit, creating
sensationally smooth finishes with ease. In
tune with the vac’s suction control, the sander
“floats” on the surface, enabling quick progression through higher grits, with no swirl marks,
low vibration... and virtually zero dust.
But there’s no point in re-sanding the waste
you’re removing. Each Rotex sander was designed for highly-effective dust removal, critical for removing spent abrasive and dust that
otherwise continue to grind into the material surface. Working cleaner significantly improves the life-expectancy of the sander as well
as the efficiency of abrasives, not to mention
the quality of a shop’s work environment.
While the aggressive, gear-driven mode
makes quick work of tasks normally performed
by a belt sander, the same rotary function can
deliver silky smooth surfaces when used for
polishing. Equip the Rotex with a polishing
pad to achieve the ultimate polished finish, on
virtually any surface.
A vital component of any effective sanding

The beauty of this Ironwood program

”

Dolbow admits that the Ironwood brand is a
change in the company’s philosophy, although there
is absolutely no intention of abandoning any of its
CNC machinery lines.
“It is a big switch. When I started building this program a couple of years ago, there were a lot of obstacles I had to get around and let people in here
know that this will work. There are a lot of suppliers
and a lot of other brands out there right now, but we
have the support and a lot of capabilities that our
competition does not.

The Ironwood FX750 shaper.

“We’re expanding our capabilities and we’re investing in the future of our industry and our customer. We’re trying to introduce ourselves at an ear-
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lier point. The marketplace at this level deserves all
equipment at an affordable price tag, but they also
deserve the support. The sooner we can get that
customer to understand the capabilities, the offerings and the value of Stiles, the more we can help
them grow to the next level — and that depends
whether they want to grow to the next level or
whether they are content where they’re at.”
Stiles Shop Solutions, a division of Stiles Machinery, has expanded its Ironwood line of machines for
the elite craftsman and small shops. Anyone who
has attended IWF and AWFS recognizes Stiles as a
large CNC manufacturer under brand names such
as Weeke, Holzma, HoIma, Altendorf and many
more. In 2009, the company introduced Stiles Shop
Solutions for the smaller shop with boring and
drilling equipment, and straight-line rip saws. Now
the company has added five shapers, two planers
and two jointers.

“The beauty of this Ironwood program is one of
the driving factors focuses not only on the future
customer, but also the future of our company,” says
Chris Dolbow, Ironwood’s product manager. “If we
can reach these smaller woodworking shops and
the smaller guys with our shapers, jointers and planers, we can bring them to the next phase that, in
four years from now, maybe they’re looking at a
CNC router. And then maybe five years from then
they’re looking at a larger CNC system. Whatever it
may be, it allows us to introduce ourselves to the operator and a customer in a shop earlier in their profession and allows us to grow with them.”
Among the nine new machines are five shapers,
ranging from a 5-1/2-hp, five-speed model with an interchangeable spindle to a 10-hp, six-speed machine
with a 40 GB hard drive for storing motorized controls
of spindle height, tilting angle and infeed fence.

The jointers also offer
The jointers also offer an interchangeable cutter
guard. The machines are delivered with the standard
European-style phenolic bridge guard that pulls out
of the way and allows the operator to walk around
the machine quicker. In addition, they include an interchangeable version of the more traditional springloaded swing-away guard, a steel guard that is more
familiar to the American woodworker.
“We’re expanding our capabilities and we’re investing in the future of our industry and our customer. We’re trying to introduce ourselves at an earlier point. The marketplace at this level deserves all
equipment at an affordable price tag, but they also
deserve the support. the more we can help them
grow to the next level whether they or whether they
are content where they’re at.”
“It is a big switch. When I started building this
proThere are a lot of suppliers and a lot of other
brands out there right now, but we have the support
and a lot of capabilities competition does not.
“We’re expanding our capabilities and we’re investing in the future of our industry and our customer. The marketplace at this level deserves all deserve the support. The sooner and that depends
whether they want to grow to the next level or
whether they content where they’re at.”
For information, visit www.stilesshop.com.
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Accuride Provides That ‘Finishing Touch’
Slides that deliver smooth, reliable
movement and nearly limitless options.
There are few features as important to woodworkers as great design and versatility. Those traits are
critical to achieving that “finishing
touch” – a final product that one can
be proud of, and also be assured will
last. Accuride movement solutions
provide that optimal combination.
For over half a century, the company has been offering craftsmen premium ball bearing slides. And those
slides have allowed woodworkers to
bring movement to the most unique
and creative designs without sacrificing reliability.
Nothing shows a commitment to refinement better than Accuride’s newly enhanced
9300 family of heavy-duty slides. Already the
benchmark for its segment, the enhanced 9300
has added new features while improving on
those that made it a preferred choice for years.
These include even tougher construction, a

new opening for more mounting options, and
a 20% increased load rating – now a whopping
600 lbs.
The 9300 is available in many trims, including standard lock-in and lock-in/lock-out designs. It’s also available in lengths spanning 10”
to 60”, depending on a project’s requirements.

With so many options and a limited lifetime warranty, it’s small
wonder that this full-extension,
non-disconnect drawer slide has
long been a go-to for craftsmen
and woodworkers. The 9300 is a
great option for pullout pantries,
garage and shed storage and,
with the enhanced load rating,
moving interiors in micro-living.
But the 9300 is just one of the
many great options Accuride
provides
for
woodworkers.
There are countless side mount
slides, and movement solutions
for sliding doors and undermount drawers. The company
recently released the 3160EC
Easy-Close, which is the only under-mount slide engineered to support drawers up to 60” wide. Better yet, all of Accuride’s
under-mount slides come standard with a softclose feature.
Then there’s been the long-acclaimed 3800
Series. As with the 9300, this popular family of
medium-duty slides has also been enhanced.
Practically a mainstay in woodworking, the
venerable 3800 comes in numerous variants
including heavy-duty, self-close, and Touch
Release. This range supports drawers up to 24”
wide and handles loads up to 100 lbs. Given its
many options, there’s almost nothing you can’t
do with a 3800 slide. You’ll find it almost everywhere – in kitchens, bedrooms, bathrooms,
garages and more.
With so many dependable options, Accuride
slides give woodworkers what they need to
achieve a superb finishing touch.

Three sizes of Rotex are available, each
backed by a complete assortment of Festool
abrasives, pads, and polishing accessories. The
Rotex RO 90 3-1/2” sander is ideal for sanding casework and furniture, packing 400 watts
of power into a lightweight 3.3 lbs. In addi-

tion to rotary and random orbit modes, the RO
90 is distinguished by its simple and tool-less
conversion from a round pad sander to a triangular, detail sander in just seconds. In detail
mode, you can reach into corners and tight
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Georgia-based Osborne Wood Products,
Inc. is introducing a new line of table legs,
aptly named Fusion, which combines both
decorative wood and metal elements. The
company has been providing professional and
hobbyist shops with table legs, island legs, corbels, bun feet and moldings since 1979. This
new product line represents a patent pending
design concept that has been in development
for some time. Now the first two products are
available: the Electra (Part #2411) and the Solaris (Part #2410).
The Electra is a highly shaped square leg
that is composed of a four-sided metal element
positioned between the upper block and the
lower shaft of the leg. The leg finishes with a
second metal element that serves as the foot.
Shops can select from a variety of eight wood
types and five different metal finishes to create
a unique leg. The Electra is available in 34-1/2”

SPECIAL MARKETING SECTION

Better Sanding, Better Dust
Control… Better Finish!
For more than half a century, Uneeda Enterprizes Inc. has been helping woodworkers
achieve the industry’s most advanced sanding results. The company was founded in
the Bronx in 1967 and is still headquartered
in New York, with additional locations now
in North Carolina and Utah. From day one,
founder Herman Fuchs always understood
that the essence of a great business is developing strong relationships with his customers.
Today, Uneeda continues that commitment by
providing not only the sector’s best customer
service, but also a host of highly innovative
sanding solutions.
Take, for example, the company’s systematic approach to orbital sanding. It begins with
EKASAND E-Series electric sanders and then
supports those with the new EKASAND Vacuum, which is optimized to extract the smallest
fines and the most problematic dust particles.
The two larger EKASAND E-Series random
orbital sanders are equipped with either a 5”
or 6” pad, and each model is ergonomically
designed with a low profile that provides superior balance, comfort, and control for all-day
work. A brushless 350 Watt motor features four
adjustable speeds ranging from 4,000 to 10,000
RPM, which allows a woodworker to select for
both task and material. These electric central
vacuum sanders can be equipped with standard 5, 6 or multi-hole back-up pads, allowing
greater air flow and more dust extraction. And
they are available in 3/16 and 3/32 orbits.
Then, there’s the EKASAND E-Series 3” x
4” sander, which is the perfect compact tool to
sand flat as well as recessed and intricate surfaces. It delivers consistent performance while
being extremely energy efficient, and it has an
overheat system that will shut down the motor

if the temperature ever reaches
potentially damaging levels.
The 3” x 4” is available in both
non-vacuum and central vacuum versions. Compact and
lightweight, it operates at two
speeds (7,000 and 9,000 OPMs).
Better sanding doesn’t mean
a whole lot if it generates uncontrolled dust that contaminates both the shop
air and finishes. The brand new EKASAND
Vacuum system will solve that issue and
was optimized to connect with any of the
EKASAND sanders. One of the most important
features of the new vacuum is its state-of-theart Permanent Clean technology, which regularly measures dust levels in both of its HEPA
filters. Once a factory preset value is reached,
the filters are alternately cleaned within 3.5 seconds using high performance electromagnets.
The benefits here include cleaning at constant
high air flow, while significantly reducing
costs thanks to longer filter life. And the best
thing of all is that a woodworker’s workflow
never gets interrupted! The HEPA filtering removes 99.99% of particles down to an impressive 0.3 microns.
The EKASAND Vacuum also has a Power
Take-off feature that automatically syncs when
a tool is switched on or off. And it comes with
a 10-foot long antistatic hose, so it’s not only
a workshop solution but also a superb tool for
installers on the jobsite.
With a 60,000 square foot manufacturing,
warehousing and distribution headquarters,
UNEEDA is the only supplier in the industry to offer technical services to all customers
and distributors at no charge. Beyond offering
the widest range of abrasive products for the

and 35-1/2” heights.
The Solaris is a
square leg that is composed of an oval metal
element positioned between the upper block
and the tapered shaft
of the leg. Here, there
are nine wood types
and five different metal finishes available.
Heights are the same
as the Electra.
Osborne’s
design
goal was to create
a new leg style that
combines both classical and contemporary
aesthetics. The new
Fusion line achieves

this in several ways. The leg designs maintain
profiles that reflect traditional origins, but they
avoid a strident appearance by including metal
elements as part of the design.
The mixing of wood and metal itself is a design concept that has strong associations in
several periods of classical furniture such as
the bronze dore (gilt) mounts associated with
formal pieces in the Louis XV style. Gilding,
which has risen to favor during numerous
periods, is a way of applying metal on wood.
The Fusion Line’s design, created by Osborne,
is more nearly reflected by Directoire pieces,
however, where metal mounts were often
used at the knee and foot of fluted legs. Even
so, no one would confuse a Fusion Leg with
any of its antecedents. It is distinctly twentyfirst century.
Osborne has added two new videos to The
Video Center on their website, one showing the
design of these legs and a second showing how
to disassemble them for wood finishing (to
protect the metal), and then reassemble them
when the finish is dry.

Osborne Wood Products, Inc
Phone: 800-849-8876
E-mail: info@osbornewood.com
Website: www.osborneparts.com
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Fusion legs combine
decorative wood and
metal elements

FESTOOL USA
Phone: 888-337-8600
Website: www.festoolusa.com
Contact page: www.tinyurl.com/3mrww4l
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system, Festool’s award-winning dust extractors are an excellent addition to any shop in
their own right. Effective dust extraction can
shave countless hours off a busy workweek,
whether for sanding, sawing or just about anything else.
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crevices for a consistent, even finish over the
entire surface, a task that normally requires
two or more traditional sanders.
The Rotex RO 125 5” sander follows, with
500 watts of power (5/8 HP). Despite the muscle, it too is relatively light (4.4 lbs), making it
ideal for extended use or for overhead work.
Next, the Rotex RO 150 6” sander features an
impressive 720 watts of power (9/10 HP) for
tackling broad surfaces and tough materials or
finishes. Though it’s well-suited for processing
large panels, it ensures exceptional results in
each of its respective modes: as a rotary sander, random orbit sander or even as a polisher.
With the Rotex RO 150 in hand, the professional woodworker or carpenter could easily
leave that heavy
belt
sander,
the old orbital
sander and polisher all in the
truck, or better yet, in the
for sale pile.
As far as
abrasives,
your
best
results
will
be achieved in
the shortest time
when you progress through the
full range of grits.
With minimal space
between grits, the sanders will do the hard work,
delivering better surfaces in less
time while extending the life of the abrasive
discs. Though adding steps to save time seems
counterintuitive , it is true.
The company is so confident that their sanders have a vital place in every shop’s sanding
regimen, they’re offering a no-hassle, 30-day
money back guarantee! Give one of the Rotex
sanders a try and if you’re not blown away,
you’ll get a full refund less shipping costs, if
applicable. Each sander is backed by Festool’s
commitment to manufacturing the highest
quality woodworking tools on the planet, a
commitment support by a three-year warranty.
For more information on Festool’s line of
Rotex sanders, plus abrasives, visit rotex90.
com. And for more information on their line
of HEPA-equipped dust extractors, and accessories, visit http://hepa.festoolusa.com/
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The N62FNK-2 Angled
Finish Nailer
woodworking industry (including the ability
to supply custom sanding discs from 1/2” to
42” diameter), Uneeda’s main objective is simple: to make sure that its customers achieve the
best results possible while reducing their sanding costs.
Now, is there a more important finishing
touch than that?

It’s the Sugar Ray Leonard of nailers, a welterweight with a heavyweight’s punch. At just
4.15 lbs, the Bostitch N62FNK-2 is the ultimate
choice for job-site portability. Think of fatiguefree days, especially when working on ceilings, ladders, scaffolding and in tight spaces.
The whole nailer is less than 15” long, but the
real magic is in the lightweight and incredibly
durable magnesium housing. Packing an awesome 370 in/lbs of power, this nailer will work
in dense hardwoods and most manmade materials all day long. The N62FNK-2 is oil-free, so
it won’t contaminate freshly sanded parts, and
of course there’s no need to remember to lube
it every morning.
This is the world’s first 15-gauge nailer to feature an ultra-quiet rear exhaust that directs air
away from the woodworker. There’s a built-in
LED work-light for illuminating under stairs,
inside cabinets and in all those tricky little
spots where accuracy is especially important.
The nailer has a patent-pending feature that
lets an installer or finish carpenter blow away

And there are lots of other
othe features that one
expects from a top quality Bostitch product,
such as an adjustable trigger
trigge with a safety lockout that lets the user choose between single or
multiple nailing, and dial-a-depth
adjustment
dial-a
for precise control in furniture,
furnitu cabinets, molding or trim.
The N62FNK-2 kit includes
the nailer, a
inclu
carrying case, a thousand
2” nails, a
tho
couple of standard
no-mar tips,
stan
four profile tips, a swivel air
fitting, a steel
stee belt hook, and a
hex wrench.
The easyw
load magazine can hold
up to
t 130 nails, and it
uses Bostitch brand
28° fasteners, available
abl in lengths from
1-1/4”
to 2-1/2”. The
1-1
nailer
works with any
nai
standard
air compresstan
sor (70-120
PSI), and is
(7
backed by a seven-year
limited warranty.
w

debris, and
a simply ingenious 16”
guide that flips out and helps
you center the nails on studs (that
patent is pending, too).

Bostitch
Phone: 800.262.2161
www.bostitch.com
Web: www
bostitch com

Play Video
Uneeda
(800) 431-2494
www.uneeda.com
sales@uneeda.com

Play Video
Accuride International Inc.
562-903-0200
sales@accuride.com
accuride.com
36
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Full page ad + full page Advertorial

Advertorial Full Page Unit

$4,800 net
$2,800 net

CONTACT INFORMATION

RORY BEGLIN
(860) 767-3200 Ext. 242
E-mail: rory@woodshopnews.com
For more information, email sales@woodshopnews.com
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Your write up posted in
our Resource Guide’s
article field

Individual teaser ads
promoting your write
up will appear in our
eNewsletter multiple
times during the year
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The Finishing Touch for 2017

FINISHING
TOUCH

E

Complied by BHSW Inc.

Every project is judged first by its finish. That’s what
customers do – they look and touch, and then make up
their mind. So, achieving the highest quality possible at
the finishing stage is absolutely critical. For that, a woodshop needs the support of industry leading partners who
consistently deliver.
SuperMax Tools is located in St. Paul, Minn. and has
the proven experience and application expertise to assist
shops with their sanding and finishing needs. The company manufactures drum and brush sanders in the US.,
and provides industry leading support to its customers.
UNEEDA has been supplying abrasive and sanders to
woodshops for more than fifty years, and is also noted
for exceptional customer service. The company has just
introduced three new sanders and a vacuum system that
collects fines down to 0.5 microns.
Once a project has been sanded, woodshops turn to
Cefla Finishing to achieve breathtaking results in coating. As the new industrial revolution called Industry 4.0
marries technology to talent, Cefla is leading the charge
with a number of impressive tools that not only provide
its customers with a competitive edge, but partner with
shops to streamline technology as we collectively navigate
new waters.
And when the coatings are cured, quality hardware
adds the final finishing touch to a casework or furniture
project. Accuride has been doing just that since 1962. The
company is a global presence with extensive resources, a
deep understanding of design and manufacturing, and
a reputation as a pioneer in the development of quality
movement solutions.
Sanding, coatings and hardware – together, these companies partner with woodshops to deliver the benchmark
in finishing touches.
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